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Rural and Small Community Traffic Management Technology



Safety Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One third of all fatal crashes occur at intersections, making them one of the greatest challenges to traffic safety professionals. Most intersection fatalities are caused by right-angle crashes that result from a driver failing to recognize a vehicle or misjudging the distance or speed of oncoming traffic.Crash analysis also confirms that the majority of the angle crashes involve a vehicle on the minor road that stopped and then pulled out into the major road, as opposed to the minor road vehicle running the STOP sign.This suggests that at rural intersections, the safety program needs to focus on strategies that effectively address gap recognition-type angle crashes.



Traditional Improvements

Stop Sign Beacons

Indirect Turns

Roundabouts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional low-cost safety improvements can be effective for specific situations, but are not always successful in addressing all safety challenges. Higher-cost safety improvements, such as reduced conflict intersections or grade-separated interchanges, are extremely effective, but can be cost prohibitive or impractical to deploy on a system-wide basis.



Intersection Conflict Warning Systems (ICWS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ICWS offer an intermediate cost solution and design flexibility so each solution is appropriate for each particular location.Composed of signing, vehicle detection, and dynamic warning beacons, ICWS may combine a major road warning and a minor road warning OR major road warning only.



• Major Road warning active when 
vehicles are in the red zone. 

MnDOT RICWS System Operation – Major Road Warning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The major road alert flashes when a vehicle is approaching the intersection within the Minor Road Activation Zone, shown in red. Detectors are placed to trigger the alert: · 	At the beginning of the zone· 	At any commercial driveways, high volume driveways, or side streets within the zone· 	At the stop bar Upon detection, the system holds the flash call long enough for the vehicle to arrive at the stop bar. These detectors cause the system to flash for a fixed period depending on their distance from the stop bar. The furthest detector is located at a distance associated with the time for a major road vehicle to see the major road sign and respond. This distance is converted to a travel time and is referred to as time “t”. The major road sign begins to flash as soon as a vehicle passes over any of the minor road advance detectors (or stop bar detectors if the vehicle was not detected earlier). The controller receives the detection and sends a flash to the major road sign for a fixed time referred to as time “t”. This time “t” correlates to the distance the major road sign is from the intersection (plus an additional 100 feet to allow the driver to perceive and identify the flash). Thus, if both vehicles normally approach the intersection and would reach the intersection at the same time, the major road vehicle would have seen the flasher for about 1.2 seconds at vehicle speeds of 55 mph. The actual time depends on minor road vehicle speed. Sufficient detectors are placed at the stop bar so that the call is held when the vehicle arrives at the stop bar and remains held until it leaves the intersection. While a vehicle occupies these loop detectors, the major road signs flash. When a vehicle vacates the stop bar, the flash call continues for a fixed time that correlates with typical intersection clearance times, such as two seconds. Similarly, sites with medians also have extra loop detectors in the median that detect and hold the detection for stopped vehicles similarly. Some sites have driveways or side streets on the minor road that are detected. These are necessary for commercial or other relatively high-volume driveways. Residential driveways generally do not have driveway detection. The driveway detection operates similarly to the minor road advance detection. The flash time is calculated based on typical vehicle approach times. Vehicles that enter the Minor Road Detection Zone, but drive away from the intersection should not trigger such detectors although practical constraints may not allow them to pass undetected.



• Minor Road warning active when 
vehicles are in the red zone. 

MnDOT RICWS System Operation – Minor Road Warning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The detection elements of the minor road alert are simpler. However, their implementation has additional design considerations and constraints. The major road detection is a "speed trap" of magnetometer detectors. All major road lanes approaching the intersection have a speed trap. The detectors are placed such that a vehicle travelling 12 mph above the speed limit would take nine seconds to reach the intersection. The "speed trap" detects the vehicle's speed and calculates the vehicle's time to reach the intersection. The controllers and detector cards are configured such that the system flashes for 6.5 seconds before the vehicle reaches the intersection. Thus, the system must delay the flash call for the calculated time and then send the call to the controller to begin the flash immediately. Assuming the major road vehicle is travelling at a constant speed, when the vehicle reaches the intersection, the 6.5 seconds of flash time will end. The detector cards have custom firmware that performs this delay automatically, but the distance to the intersection must be preconfigured with a computer running custom software. Some vehicles will slow down to be able to turn when they reach the intersection. The system does not accommodate for this behavior by design. The design decision was that these vehicles are a lesser safety risk than full speed vehicles because of their slower speed and ability to control the outcome of a potential crash. Some sites have driveways within the Major Road Detection Zone and the driveway detector was placed in the driving lane due to constraints. These systems have fixed time driveway detection and flasher activation that operates similarly to the minor road driveways. However, this introduced a problem because such entering vehicles accelerate as they reach the intersection—thus they require a long flash duration relative to vehicles already traveling full speed on the major road. Thus, when a full speed vehicle is detected by a detector intended for a driveway, it would cause the TRAFFIC APPROACHING sign to flash for longer than it should. To mitigate this issue, an additional detection “inhibit” feature is programmed into the controller so that the major road vehicles do not trigger the driveway detector. This means that, during the period when the TRAFFIC APPROACHING sign is flashing, the controller ignores additional detection calls from the driveway detector. The intended effect of this feature is to ignore mainline traffic that is detected by the driveway detector while still properly detecting traffic that enters from the driveway.



• Intersection Decision Support (IDS)
• Cooperative Intersection Collision 

Avoidance System (CICAS)
• Intersection Warning System (IWZ)
• Safe Intersections
• Rural Intersection Conflict Warning System 

(RICWS)
• Advanced LED Warning System (ALERT2)
• Mainline Dynamic Warning System (MDWS)
• Local RICWS Project

History of ICWS in Minnesota

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Various projects in Minnesota, with each project advancing technologies.Intersection Decision Support (IDS), sponsored by Minnesota, California, Virginia and FHWACooperative Intersection Collision Avoidance System (CICAS) –3 year field test at three sites in Minnesota.  Demonstrated CV with V2I over DSRC.Intersection Warning System was low cost, found that traffic conflicts (sudden braking, sudden acceleration, or swerving) reduced by 54 percent.Safe Intersections. Further evaluate multiple commercial, off-the-shelf equipment.St. Louis County/UMD developed Advanced LED Warning Systems (ALERT and ALERT 2) to provide a wireless solution to providing ICWS. 



• Foundation for Architectural Review & Systems Engineering
• Design Decisions
• Testing and Validation Results
• Maintenance Logs

National Effort to Study ICWS
ENTERPRISE Transportation Pooled Fund

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transportation agencies across the country have used a variety of safety countermeasures, including intersection lighting, enhanced signing, and geometric improvements to address intersection crashes. Agencies are turning to Intelligent Transportation Systems as another tool for improving safety at rural intersections, particularly those where poor sight distance and gap acceptance are a problem. A variety of major and minor road-oriented intersection conflict warning systems have been developed and tested in many states across the country. Through its leadership role in the ENTERPRISE transportation pooled fund project, “Developing Consistency in ITS Safety Solutions – Intersection Warning Systems,” MnDOT became aware of more than a dozen different systems that have been successfully deployed at more than 120 intersections throughout the United States.This study also engaged several national standards groups and industry associations including the National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (NCUTCD), AASHTO Subcommittee on Traffic Engineering, and the Traffic Control Devices and Evaluation of Low Cost Safety Improvements pooled funds. This effort supported the standardization of intersection conflict warning systems by coordinating among the various national standards and association groups. Phase 2 of the ENTERPRISE project developed model concept of operations and system requirements for the four major types of ICWS. Phase 3 continued coordination with national standards groups, industry associations, and other pooled fund programs that have been engaged through the ENTERPRISE ICWS work. Phase 3 also continued to provide ICWS deployment support to ENTERPRISE members.



Safe Intersection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The goal of this project is to field deploy at selected non-signalized low-volume intersections and investigate the use of Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) traffic components to provide detection, processing, communications and display for five Intersection Conflict Warning (ICW) systems to determine feasibility. The objective is to recommend low-cost, readily deployable, reliable, low maintenance, and cost effective systems that can be used by government agencies to improve safety on rural roads and, non-signalized rural intersections. The bottom line, output from this project will recommend three to five systems that can reduce the number and severity of crashes at rural low-volume non-signalized intersections to save lives, reduce personal injury and reduce property damage resulting from intersection collisions by raising driver awareness of potentially dangerous situations. 



• 50+ Deployments, 3 years operation
• Project Findings

– Safety improved (35 to 45%)
– Standard equipment for ease of 

maintenance (once/year)
– Systems are reliable
– Detection accuracy and driver 

confidence (99.98%)

• Additional 350+ Sites Identified 
– At discretion of Districts 

MnDOT’s Rural Intersection Conflict
Warning System (RICWS) Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RICWS systems all follow the same general design and use the same hardware. ENTERING TRAFFIC major road sign approximately 800 feet in advance of the intersection. Detectors on the major road trigger flashers on the TRAFFIC APPROACHING minor road blank-out sign at the intersection.Over 3 years each site needed maintenance once per year on average which is within normal expectations. Additionally, the sites should be given routine maintenance, such as one time per year, to verify proper operation. Independent study that found that the system responded to 99.98 percent of vehicles that approached the intersection. This high detection reliability helps build driver confidence and trust in the system.



• Detection
– Canoga Micro Loops
– Loop Detectors

• Controller
– Econolite ASC/3

• Signs
– Blank Out
– Static

RICWS Components

Northwest Signal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-ICWS components consist of vehicle detection, control system, static signs, and dynamic flashing beacons-For vehicle detection, the RICWS project is using Canoga Micro Loop detectors on the major road and inductive loop detectors on the minor road. While the Canoga Micro Loops are initially more expensive, the major advantage is that they do not require a lane closure to install (and flagger operations for two-lane roads), they are bored under the roadway from the roadside. -RICWS is using a traffic signal controller, the Econolite ASC/3, which allows for a robust and easily maintainable operation. The controller can perform some self monitoring - if there is a detector malfunction, the controller will shut the system down so that the driver is not being given poor information.-RICWS is using blank out signs on the minor road and static signs on the major road. Blank out signs show a yellow LED illuminated message of Traffic Approaching on a black background. The advantage of using blank out signs is that during a malfunction or power outage, the sign will be blank/black, not communicating a message to the driver.-Static signs will be supported by U-channel posts, while blank outs will use square channel with slip bases



• Advanced LED Warning System for 
Rural Intersections

ALERT 2



Mainline Dynamic Warning System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MDWS generally meets Saint Louis County’s system requirement of 95 percent accuracy. At systems A and C, the accuracy was close to 100 percent. At System D, the four-way intersection, the accuracy was 96 percent and an additional four percent lower if extra activations are included.Because the MDWS systems evaluated meet the accuracy standard, the radar sensors used for system activation should be considered for future projects. These sensors require less underground work and are generally less expensive than in-pavement methods. Non-invasive sensors are also safer to install and maintain because they do not require personnel to enter the driving lanes and may commonly be installed or maintained with only a shoulder closure.



• “Local” RICWS Project Goals
– Lower cost
– Easier to operate and maintain
– Reliable
– Minimize underground locate requests
– Can be leveraged by other counties

St. Louis County, MN – “Local” RICWS Project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost - MnDOT RICWS ~$100,000/systemOperation & Maintenance - Traffic Signal Controller & Loop Detection require knowledgeable staff or contractor to diagnose problems and maintainUnderground Components - Additional infrastructure, locate request 



• Technical panel to lead project:
– Vic Lund (St. Louis County)
– Guy Kohlnhofer (Dodge County)
– Tim Bray (Crow Wing County)
– Karin Grandia (Itasca County)
– Mark Vizecky (MnDOT State Aid)
– Rick West (Ottertail County)
– Jodi Tech (Stearns County) 
– Taek Kwon (UMD)
– Joe Gustafson (Washington County)
– Sara Buermann (Wright County)
– Chad Hausmann (Wright County)
– Virgil Hawkins (Wright County)

“Local” RICWS Project Team

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bi-weekly meetings to share info/develop common vision.Talk through alternatives, analyze survey results and research findings, and move towards a conceptual design. ��



• Architectural Review
• Concept of Operations
• Systems Requirements
• System Design
• Construction
• Project Documentation 

• Intersection Location
– County Hwy 25 & County 16

“Local” RICWS Systems Engineering Approach

N

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CSAH 25 is the Major Road running north-south (left-right on image), CSAH 16 is the stop-controlled Minor Road. 



• ENTERPRISE Transportation Pooled Fund
• Literature search into ICWS effectiveness (sign type, wording, driver 

perception, etc.)
• Leverage relationships with agencies that have ICWS
• Broad survey of agencies that have ICWS

Architectural Review – Overall Process 



Architectural Review – State DOT Outreach 

• National search for existing systems
– System components

• Make and model of components
• Controller types and capabilities
• Sign choice
• Detector technology
• Communication
• Power

– Notable issues and overall cost
– Future upgrades or deployments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Map shows ICWS deploymentsDocumentation including plans, specs, invoices, and press releases. Most helpful were discussions with Michigan DOT staff on their successful use of puck detection, wireless communication, and lessons learned from solar powered sign deployments. 



Survey Topic: 
1. Include Minor Road Alert
2. Underground Components
3. Solar Power
4. Maintenance
5. System Cost
6. Remote Monitoring 

Response: 
1. Depends on site conditions
2. Local agencies prefer to minimize
3. Interested if reliable
4. Want option to maintain with own staff
5. Cheaper is better
6. Important as long as low cost 

Survey Findings (61 responses)

Conclusions:
– Findings align with project goals
– Open to solar, detection, and wireless to reduce cost
– Remotely monitor for MnDOT support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Short 10-question surveySurvey sent to 150, received 61 responses (40% response). �37 responses from Minnesota County and City staff, 12 from MnDOT staff, and 5 from other State DOTs. Allowed comments for each question, receiving 193 comments (REFER TO SURVEY RESULTS FOR FURTHER DETAIL/DISCUSSION ON RESPONSES) 



Systems Engineering - Conceptual Design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Major Road = solar and wireless (marine batteries/over size panels)Minor Road Alert =hard-wired (short conduit runs)Detection = wireless magnetometer “pucks”, $400-$500 eachExtra batteries and pucks for easy replacement by agency staff. 



• Finalized Systems Engineering
– Concept of Operations
– System Requirements

• Completed System Design
– Project has be let, not awarded

• System Deployment

Local” RICWS Project Approach – Next Steps



Jon Jackels, SRF Consulting Group

Thank you!
jjackels@srfconsulting.com  │  (763) 249-6722 
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